
   INTRODUCTION TO DEPTH OF FIELD, & CIRCLE OF CONFUSION (C of C)

This document presents the depth of field (in feet) for focal lengths of 12mm to 200mm, when used with the Nikon D70 body. It must be remembered,
the focal length of a lens is dependent only upon the lens itself. It doesn't change when used with a camera having less (or more) of an imaging size.
However, since most digital cameras have an imaging chip which is smaller than a 35 mm frame (24mm x 36mm), the effective field of view is less.
Therefore, the lens is said to have a 35 mm equivalent focal length, so that photographers can relate to their activities with a 35mm camera.

Theoretically, the image produced by a lens starts to "blur" when a subject is not at the precise focusing distance used. The amount of "blur" varies with
the true focal length, the f stop, and the focusing distance, and is called the Circle of Confusion (C of C). There is no magic number to define the correct
blur. The final print size to be made is of course important here. In the days of film, typically a C of C was set by the diagonal of the negative (image)
divided by1600 to 1700. So, for the D70, the imaging chip diagonal is just under 29mm, and the C of C comes out to about .02mm.

The charts which follow use this value. The C of C is directly related to the aperture desired. If you wanted to have a C of C which was .01mm, use these
charts, and just multiply the f stop shown by the same factor you used to reduce the C of C. The depth of field read off in the charts will then reflect the
smaller C of C. In other words, at a given focusing distance, the DOF is exactly the same for f 2.0 at .02mm C of C, as f 4.0 at a .01mm C of C.
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DOF distances for Nikon D70 at 12 mm (35 mm equiv = 18 mm) zoom setting. C of C = 0.020 mm, which is 2.5 pixels
f16 - nearf16 - farf11 - nearf11 - farf8.0 - nearf8.0- farf5.6 - nearf5.6 - farf4.0 - nearf4.0 - farf2.8 - nearf2.8 - farDist - ft a

1.264.821.433.341.552.831.662.511.742.341.812.232
1.5926.301.867.672.085.392.294.352.463.852.603.553
1.83Infinity2.2021.762.519.842.836.843.085.693.315.054
2.01Infinity2.47Infinity2.8719.553.2910.443.647.963.976.765
2.15Infinity2.69Infinity3.1757.043.6916.064.1510.864.578.746
2.26Infinity2.87Infinity3.42Infinity4.0426.104.6014.675.1211.047
2.36Infinity3.03Infinity3.64Infinity4.3549.155.0119.905.6413.768
2.44Infinity3.16Infinity3.84Infinity4.63Infinity5.3827.556.1217.029
2.50Infinity3.27Infinity4.00Infinity4.88Infinity5.7239.786.5621.0110
2.61Infinity3.46Infinity4.29Infinity5.31Infinity6.32Infinity7.3632.3912
2.73Infinity3.66Infinity4.61Infinity5.82Infinity7.06Infinity8.3970.6315
2.85Infinity3.90Infinity5.00Infinity6.45Infinity7.99Infinity9.75Infinity20
2.99Infinity4.17Infinity5.45Infinity7.22Infinity9.22Infinity11.64Infinity30
3.12Infinity4.41Infinity5.87Infinity7.98Infinity10.50Infinity13.76Infinity50
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DOF distances for Nikon D70 at 18 mm (35 mm equiv = 27 mm) zoom setting. C of C = 0.020 mm, which is 2.5 pixels
f16 - nearf16 - farf11 - nearf11 - farf8.0 - nearf8.0- farf5.6 - nearf5.6 - farf4.0 - nearf4.0 - farf2.8 - nearf2.8 - farDist - ft a

1.264.821.433.341.552.831.662.511.742.341.812.232
1.5926.301.867.672.085.392.294.352.463.852.603.553
1.83Infinity2.2021.762.519.842.836.843.085.693.315.054
2.01Infinity2.47Infinity2.8719.553.2910.443.647.963.976.765
2.15Infinity2.69Infinity3.1757.043.6916.064.1510.864.578.746
2.26Infinity2.87Infinity3.42Infinity4.0426.104.6014.675.1211.047
2.36Infinity3.03Infinity3.64Infinity4.3549.155.0119.905.6413.768
2.44Infinity3.16Infinity3.84Infinity4.63Infinity5.3827.556.1217.029
2.50Infinity3.27Infinity4.00Infinity4.88Infinity5.7239.786.5621.0110
2.61Infinity3.46Infinity4.29Infinity5.31Infinity6.32Infinity7.3632.3912
2.73Infinity3.66Infinity4.61Infinity5.82Infinity7.06Infinity8.3970.6315
2.85Infinity3.90Infinity5.00Infinity6.45Infinity7.99Infinity9.75Infinity20
2.99Infinity4.17Infinity5.45Infinity7.22Infinity9.22Infinity11.64Infinity30
3.12Infinity4.41Infinity5.87Infinity7.98Infinity10.50Infinity13.76Infinity50

DOF distances for Nikon D70 at 24 mm (35 mm equiv = 36 mm) zoom setting. C of C = 0.020 mm, which is 2.5 pixels
f16 - nearf16 - farf11 - nearf11 - farf8.0 - nearf8.0- farf5.6 - nearf5.6 - farf4.0 - nearf4.0 - farf2.8 - nearf2.8 - farDist - ft a

1.512.971.632.581.722.391.802.261.852.181.892.122
2.015.942.244.552.403.992.563.632.673.422.763.283
2.4011.922.757.363.005.993.255.213.434.803.584.534
2.7330.103.1811.723.538.583.877.064.146.324.365.855
3.00Infinity3.5519.344.0012.044.449.254.808.015.107.286
3.22Infinity3.8836.144.4116.924.9611.875.419.905.818.817
3.42Infinity4.16Infinity4.7924.325.4415.095.9912.046.4810.468
3.58Infinity4.41Infinity5.1336.865.8919.116.5314.477.1212.249
3.73Infinity4.64Infinity5.4362.726.3024.297.0417.257.7314.1710
3.97Infinity5.02Infinity5.97Infinity7.0340.967.9724.248.8718.5612
4.25Infinity5.48Infinity6.62Infinity7.96Infinity9.1940.7710.4026.9015
4.57Infinity6.02Infinity7.44Infinity9.17Infinity10.85Infinity12.5748.8720
4.94Infinity6.69Infinity8.49Infinity10.81Infinity13.23Infinity15.90Infinity30
5.29Infinity7.34Infinity9.56Infinity12.62Infinity16.05Infinity20.16Infinity50
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DOF distances for Nikon D70 at 35 mm (35 mm equiv = 53 mm) zoom setting. C of C = 0.020 mm, which is 2.5 pixels
f16 - nearf16 - farf11 - nearf11 - farf8.0 - nearf8.0- farf5.6 - nearf5.6 - farf4.0 - nearf4.0 - farf2.8 - nearf2.8 - farDist - ft a

1.742.351.812.231.862.161.902.111.932.081.952.052
2.443.902.593.562.693.392.783.262.843.182.883.133
3.055.793.305.083.464.733.614.493.714.343.794.234
3.608.193.946.834.196.214.405.794.565.544.685.375
4.0811.304.548.854.867.845.157.185.376.805.546.546
4.5215.515.0811.245.499.655.878.666.168.116.397.747
4.9121.525.5914.086.0911.666.5610.256.919.497.218.998
5.2730.816.0517.536.6513.937.2111.967.6510.948.0110.279
5.5947.086.4921.817.1716.507.8413.818.3512.458.7911.6010
6.16Infinity7.2734.398.1422.799.0117.959.7015.7210.2914.3812
6.86Infinity8.2681.239.4236.8510.6025.6411.5721.3212.4218.9315
7.74Infinity9.57Infinity11.1696.2312.8744.8914.3333.1215.6627.6720
8.87Infinity11.38Infinity13.70Infinity16.36Infinity18.8174.1221.1851.4330

10.05Infinity13.40Infinity16.74Infinity20.91Infinity25.08Infinity29.49Infinity50

DOF distances for Nikon D70 at 50 mm (35 mm equiv = 75 mm) zoom setting. C of C = 0.020 mm, which is 2.5 pixels
f16 - nearf16 - farf11 - nearf11 - farf8.0 - nearf8.0- farf5.6 - nearf5.6 - farf4.0 - nearf4.0 - farf2.8 - nearf2.8 - farDist - ft a

1.872.151.912.101.932.071.952.051.962.041.982.032
2.703.372.793.252.843.182.893.122.923.092.943.063
3.484.703.634.463.724.323.804.223.864.163.904.114
4.216.164.435.754.575.524.695.354.775.254.845.175
4.897.775.197.115.396.775.566.525.686.365.776.256
5.539.555.918.576.188.086.407.726.567.506.697.347
6.1311.536.6110.136.949.447.238.967.438.667.598.458
6.6913.747.2711.807.6810.888.0310.248.299.858.499.589
7.2316.237.9113.598.3912.388.8211.559.1211.069.3710.7210
8.2122.319.1117.599.7515.6110.3314.3210.7613.5711.1013.0612
9.5035.6510.7324.9311.6321.1112.4718.8113.1017.5413.6216.6915

11.2788.6513.0542.7714.4232.6415.7427.4416.7624.8017.6123.1420
13.86Infinity16.66Infinity18.9671.8421.3150.6523.2342.3324.9237.6830
16.97Infinity21.39Infinity25.34Infinity29.74Infinity33.6497.3537.3075.8150
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DOF distances for Nikon D70 at 70 mm (35 mm equiv = 105 mm) zoom setting. C of C = 0.020 mm, which is 2.5 pixels
f16 - nearf16 - farf11 - nearf11 - farf8.0 - nearf8.0- farf5.6 - nearf5.6 - farf4.0 - nearf4.0 - farf2.8 - nearf2.8 - farDist - ft a

1.932.071.952.051.972.041.982.021.982.021.992.012
2.843.182.893.122.923.092.943.062.963.042.973.033
3.724.323.804.223.864.163.904.113.934.083.954.054
4.575.524.695.354.775.254.845.174.885.124.925.085
5.386.785.566.515.676.375.776.255.836.185.886.126
6.178.096.417.726.567.516.687.356.777.246.847.177
6.939.467.238.957.438.677.598.467.708.327.798.228
7.6610.918.0310.238.289.868.489.598.629.418.739.289
8.3712.428.8211.549.1111.089.3610.739.5410.519.6710.3510
9.7215.6710.3314.3110.7413.5911.0913.0711.3412.7511.5312.5112

11.5921.2512.4818.8013.0817.5913.6016.7213.9716.1914.2715.8115
14.3532.9915.7427.4216.7124.9017.5823.2018.2122.1818.7121.4820
18.8373.7121.3150.6523.1442.6424.8437.8626.1335.2227.1833.4730
25.11Infinity29.73Infinity33.4399.1437.1276.5740.0766.4742.6160.5050

DOF distances for Nikon D70 at 105 mm (35 mm equiv = 158 mm) zoom setting. C of C = 0.020 mm, which is 2.5 pixels
f16 - nearf16 - farf11 - nearf11 - farf8.0 - nearf8.0- farf5.6 - nearf5.6 - farf4.0 - nearf4.0 - farf2.8 - nearf2.8 - farDist - ft a

1.972.031.982.021.992.011.992.011.992.011.992.012
2.933.072.953.052.973.042.983.022.983.022.993.013
3.874.133.914.093.944.073.964.053.974.033.984.024
4.805.214.865.154.905.114.935.074.955.054.965.045
5.716.325.806.215.856.155.906.115.936.085.956.056
6.617.446.737.306.807.216.867.156.907.106.937.077
7.498.587.648.397.748.287.818.197.878.147.918.108
8.369.758.559.508.679.368.769.258.839.188.889.129
9.2110.939.4410.629.5910.459.7110.319.7910.229.8510.1510

10.8813.3811.2112.9211.4112.6511.5812.4511.7012.3211.7912.2212
13.2817.2413.7716.4714.0916.0414.3515.7114.5315.5014.6715.3515
17.0424.2117.8622.7218.4021.9118.8521.3019.1720.9119.4120.6320
23.7640.6825.4136.6126.5234.5327.4833.0428.1532.1128.6831.4430
34.7389.2238.4071.6640.9964.0943.3359.0945.0556.1746.4354.1750
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DOF distances for Nikon D70 at 135 mm (35 mm equiv = 203 mm) zoom setting. C of C = 0.020 mm, which is 2.5 pixels
f16 - nearf16 - farf11 - nearf11 - farf8.0 - nearf8.0- farf5.6 - nearf5.6 - farf4.0 - nearf4.0 - farf2.8 - nearf2.8 - farDist - ft a

1.982.021.992.011.992.011.992.012.002.002.002.002
2.963.042.973.032.983.022.993.012.993.012.993.013
3.934.083.954.053.964.043.974.033.984.023.994.014
4.885.134.925.094.945.064.965.044.975.034.985.025
5.836.185.886.135.916.095.946.065.966.045.976.036
6.767.256.837.176.887.136.927.096.947.066.967.047
7.698.347.788.237.848.177.898.117.928.087.948.068
8.619.438.739.298.809.218.869.158.909.108.939.079
9.5110.549.6610.369.7510.269.8210.189.8710.139.9110.0910

11.3012.7911.5112.5311.6412.3811.7512.2711.8212.1911.8712.1312
13.9216.2714.2415.8514.4415.6114.6015.4214.7115.3014.8015.2115
18.1022.3418.6621.5519.0021.1119.2920.7619.4920.5419.6420.3720
25.9035.6427.0633.6627.8032.5828.4331.7628.8631.2429.1930.8530
39.5168.0642.2861.1644.1457.6545.7555.1246.8953.5547.7852.4450

DOF distances for Nikon D70 at 200 mm (35 mm equiv = 300 mm) zoom setting. C of C = 0.020 mm, which is 2.5 pixels
f16 - nearf16 - farf11 - nearf11 - farf8.0 - nearf8.0- farf5.6 - nearf5.6 - farf4.0 - nearf4.0 - farf2.8 - nearf2.8 - farDist - ft a

1.992.012.002.002.002.002.002.002.002.002.002.002
2.983.022.993.012.993.012.993.013.003.003.003.003
3.974.033.984.023.984.023.994.013.994.013.994.014
4.955.054.965.044.975.034.985.024.995.014.995.015
5.926.085.956.055.966.045.976.035.986.025.996.016
6.897.116.937.086.957.056.967.046.977.036.987.027
7.868.157.908.107.938.077.958.057.968.047.978.038
8.829.198.889.138.919.098.949.068.959.058.979.039
9.7810.239.8510.169.8910.129.9210.089.9410.069.9610.0410

11.6812.3411.7812.2311.8412.1711.8812.1211.9212.0811.9412.0612
14.4915.5414.6515.3714.7415.2714.8215.1914.8715.1314.9115.0915
19.1020.9919.3720.6719.5420.4819.6720.3419.7720.2419.8420.1720
28.0032.3128.5931.5528.9631.1129.2730.7729.4730.5529.6330.3830
44.6356.8446.1854.5147.1653.2047.9852.2048.5451.5548.9751.0850
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